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THE WEDERALIZATIOU OF LIBEL BY TWO SUPREME COURTS

by F. Dennis Hale*

Public officials who sue for libel must prove that they were

clearly Identified and that a defamatory falsehood was published

intentionally or recklessly. Most ordinary persons who sue for libel

must prove that the press was negligent; however, to collect punitive

damages a private person must establish intentional or reckless

falsity. Also, in many libel suits the five libel elements must be

established using the more demanding standard of clear and convincing

proof; this compares with the lesser requirement that applies in other

fields of civil law of preponderance of the evidence.

The source of this law is the First Amendment of the U.S.

Constitution, a document that nowhere mentions libel or defamation.

Libel has experienced a revolutionary metamorphosis under the two

modern Suprema Courts headed by Earl Warren and Warren Burger. The

modern version of highly federalized libel is sharply different from

its fora just twenty-five years ago when all a libel plaintiff had to

prove were the three elements of publication, defamatoriness and

identification.

Just how did this metamorphosis. come about? What was added by the

Warren Court and what was added (or taken *way) by the Burger Court?

Hoy did individual juctices vote on libel compared to other liSSUIDS of

freedom of expression? And how permanent are constitutional libel

rules as the more conservative Rehnquist Supreme Court takes over?



These are major concerns of this study which =amines the quantity and

quality of libel decisions of the Warren and Burger Supreme Courts.

METHODOLOGY

All freedom of expression decielons were analyzed for the sixteen

years of the Warren Court, 1953-69, and the seventeen years of the

Burger Court, 196e-86. Free expression cases were identified by

searching the indexes of Supreme Court Reporter under the entries of

civil liberties, copyright, libel, obscenity, records, and

telecommunications. This included both speech and press cases, and

unsigned per curiam decisions as well as signed decisions. The

resulting sample consisted of 199 decisions for the Burger Court and

63 decisions for the Warren Court.

Each decision was coded for the year it was filed, communications

medium (newspaper, magazine, radio, television, book, spoken word,

film, newsletter or memo, or other) and whether the decision favored

the press or a person exercising speech rights.

Decisions were coded on whether they concerned libel or some
4

other category of the law of freedom of expression such as access to

government, copyright, obscenity, advertising, or reporter privilege.

Libel Included both forms of defamation: libel, or defamation by the

written or broadcast word; and slander, or defamation by the spoken

word. Because the actual sauce doctrine lc central to Supreme Court

policy on libel, two privacy cases on actual malice were included in

the libel sample. This resulted in an N of 15 libel decisions for the

Marren Court, and 20 for the Burger Court.



Also coded was the particiomtion of each judge on each decision.

X.Judge could portActpate in three wzys. First, the judge could vote

to either support or reject claims concerning freedom of expression.

Second, the judge could participate as either an author or a oigner of

an opinion. And third, the judge could join a majority, concurriLj or

dissenting opinion. (Majority opinions announce the result and

underlying rule and rationale; concurring opinions support the end

result but not the rule or rationale; and dissenting opinions reject

the result, rule and rationale of the majority.)

The number of libel decisions of the Supreme Court was compared

with other measures of litigation. The Supreme Court accepts for full

review fewer than b per cent of the cases appealed to it. The number

of libel appeals per year was obtained from the annual iLiex of United

States Law Week under the entry, libel and slander. The number of

appeals and full opinions per year was obtained from the annual

statistical review of the Supreme Court published in each November

issue of the Harvard Law Review.

Also coded were indicators of the importance of the libel

decisions: number of pages of the majority opinion, number of andel

curiae parties, and whether the case was annotated in the Supreme

Court summary of the Harvard Lawreview. Cases also were coded on the

length of time between the Court hearing and formal decision, and the

origin of the case (state or federal court). Laetly, majority,

concurring and dissenting opinions of all decisions were examined.

Excluded from the analysis were four Warren Court justices

(Stanley Reed, Robert Jackson, Harold Burton and Sherman Minton) who

participated in fewer than eight free expression decisions each.



Analyzed were the other six justices who served on the Warren Court,

seven justices who served under both Warren and Burger, and six

justices who served exclusively on the Burger Court.

The justices who served on the Warren Court were Eisenhower

nominees, Chief Justice Earl Warrea and Charles Whittaker; ErJosevelt

nominee, Felix Frankfurter; Truman nominee, Tom Clark; Kennedy

nominee, Arthur Goldberg; and Johnson nominee, Abe Fortes.

The seven justices who served under both chief justices were

Roosevelt nominees, Hugo .lack and William Douglas; Eisenhower

nominees, John Harlan, William Brennan and Potter Stewart; Kennedy

nominee, Byron White; and Johnson nominee, Thurgood Marshall.

The six justices who served only on the Burger Court were Reagan

nominee, Sandra O'Conror; Ford nominee, John Paul Stevens; and Nixon

nominees, Chief Justice Warien Burger, Barmy Blackmun, Lewis Powell

and William Rehnquist.

RESULTS

When the Warren Court and the Burger Court were debating freedom

of expression, the discussion frequently concerned libel. The Warren

Court decided 15 libel cases, second only to some 16 obscenity cases.

And the Burger Court's 20 libel decisions was surpassed only by 36

obscenity and 42 access-to-government decisions.

Contrary to popular belief, the landmark Sullivan cese of 1964

wao not the first libel decision of the Supreme Court. In 1959 the

Warren Court decided three libel cases, one on the Equal Time

Provision of the Federal Communications Act, and two about privileged

4-
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communications of federal officials (Farmers Union, Howard and Farr).

Even before Earl Warren bncame chief justice in 1953, the Supreme

Court heard libel appeals from District of Columbia courts and from

diversity of citizenship cases in which parties from different states

sued each other in Federal District Court,1

However, few libel decisions were decided by the U.S. Supreme

Court prior to the last six years of the Warren Court. During Warren's

first ten years the Court averaged only 2 freedom of expression

decisions and one-third of a libel decision a year. During its last

six years the Warren Court averaged 7 free expression decisions end 2

libel decisions.

Under Burger, free expression decisions increased significantly

to 12 per year, a 70 percent increase over the last six years of the

Warren Court. This 70 percent change exceeded the 34 percent increase

in the annual volume of signed opinions by the Burger Court compared

to the Warren Court (see Table 1).

INSERT TABLE I HERE
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While the Burger Court devoted a greater propm.tion of its time

to freedom of expression than the Warren Court, attention devoted to

libel dropped. While the Warren Court averaged 2 libel decisions its

last six years, the Burger Court averaged only 1.2. The Burger Court'

neglect of libel is dramatized further when one ccmpares its output o

libel decisions with the number of libel appeals. During its last SiN

years the Warren Court agreed to hear 16 percent of the libel cases

appealed to it, compared to a mean of 4.3 percent for all cases;

1-7



during Its seventeen years the Burger Court agreed to hear 6 percent

of libel appeals, compared to 3.7 percent for all appeals (Table 1).

The number of libel cases appealed to the Supreme Court closely

mirrored changes in the Court's doctrine on libel. Prior to 1964 when

the Court extended First Amendment protection to libel, only 3 or 4

libel litigants per year bothered to appeal to the high court. After

the Court expressed a willingness to scrutinize state libel actions in

1964, the number of libel appeals increased to 11-18 per year. In 1971

in the Rosenbloom decision, it appeared that the Court had federalized

all libel law and extended the constitutional protection of the

Sullivan decision to virtually any subject matter that was

newsworthy.2 A journalism trade magazine was prompted to report that

the law of libel had been all but repealed.3 Libel plaintiffs must

have sensed that the Supreme Court had become less sympathetic because

for the three years following Rosenbloom, libel appeals dropped to the

11-13 range. Soon the Supreme Court rejected the liberal libel rule

that emanated from a three-judge plurality opinion in Rosenbloom.

Constitutional libel protection was constricted in the 1974 Gertz and

1976 Firestone decisions.4 Apparently the law of libel had not been

repealed. And for the three years, 1977-9, libel appeals increased to

the 19-22 range. Then, in a pair of decisions in 1979, Proxmire and

Wolston3 the Court further clarified its !Ytent to limit Sulliven

libel protection, and libel appeals soared to a mean of 29 Suring

198086, the last six years of the Burger Court.

The medium being sued was about the came under both courts.

Combining Warren and Burger libel cases, 31 percent of libel suits

involved newspapers, 23 percent magazines, 23 percent newsletters, 9



percent television, 6 percent personal letters or memos, 3 percent

each radio, books and the spoken word, and 0 percent film. Or, 80

percent of the cases concerned print media, 12 percent broadcast

media, and 9 percent personal communications. Somewhat surprising was

the absence of libels concerning books, and the relatively largo

number (23 percent) of cases related to newsletters.

During the Warren Court, libel defendants won 87 percent of the

time; this compared to 69 percent for other defenders of speech

rights. During the Burger Court, libel defendants won 45 percent of

the time, compared to 49 percent for other speech and press

defendants.

Significantly, libel defendants won almost twice as often during

the Warren Court. How else were the libel decisions of the two courts

different or similar?

Some evidence suggests that the Warren libel decisions were more

significant than the Burger decisions. Amicus curiae parties

participated in 53 percent of Warren libel cases, versus 35 percent of

Burger cases. (Of the total 27 such parties, 89 percent supported the

press.) Some 60 percent of Warren libel lecisions were annotated in

the annual Supreme Court summary in the Harvard Law Review, compared

to 35 percent for the Burger Court. The average length of the majority

opinion was 8.1 pages under Warren and 9.0 pages under Burger.

Findings were mixed on whether the Burger Court was more

fragmented on libel than the Warren Court. First, under Warren the

average time between oral arguments and a final court decision for a

libel case was 2.5 months, compared to 4.2 months under Burger. This

indicated that Burger Court members were taking more time to rep. *h a



consensus, However, both of the courts averaged 1.7 dissents per libel

decision which was comparable to dissent levels for other free

expression decisions and all other types of decisions.

The two courts were more similar than different concerning the

origin of the cases. Some 80 percent of Warren libel cases came from

state courts, compared to 45 percent of the Burger cases. (This could

indicate that during tilt! Warren years that state courts resisted the

new federal limits on state libel actions. It also could indicate

increased libel activity in Federal District Courts from eiversity of

citizenship cases during the Burger years.) Warren reversed trial

courts 80 percent of the time, to 70 percent for Burger. And Warren

reversed lower appeals courts 81 percent compared to 71 percent for

Burger.

INSERT TABLE 2 HERE

A Alajor concern of this study has to be, why did the Burger Court

support libel defendants half as often as the Warren Court? A partial

explanation is that the Burger Court faced more difficult and extreme

libel cases than the Warren Court. One way to test that hypothesis Is

to compare the voting of the seven justices who participated on both

courts. The mean support for libel defendants was 19 percent lower for

the seven justices when they served on the Burger Court (see Table 2).

This difference would be considerably greater if it were not for

Black, whose support for the tress remained at 100 percent, and for

Douglas, whose support for libel defendants actually increased 13

percent under Burger to 100 percent (see Table 2). Excluding Black and



Douglas, who were close to being absolutist in the area of libel and

po)itical speech, the mean drop in support is even greater. The mean

difference for the five justices--Harlan, Brennan, Stewart, White and

Marshall--was 30 percent. This would tend to support the theory that

the Burger Court faced libel situations close to the outer limits of

constitutionally protected expression.

When all of the justices' votes are examined, two patterns are

apparent. First, there,was more variability in the voting o: Burger

Court members on libel than Warren Court members. Burger Court support

for libel defendants ranged from 0 to 100 percent. Rehnquist was alone

at the bottom with the O. Then came five justices--Powell, Stevens,

O'Connor, Burger and White -- those support ranged from 21 to 35

percent. In the middle were Blackmun and Stewart with 50 percent. Next

came Marshall, 55 perent; Harlan, 60 percent; Brennan, 65 percent, and

Black and Douglas, 100 percent. Harlan, Black and Douglas might not

have had such high scores if they had participated during all

seventeen years of the Burger Court.

On the Warren Court, support for libel defendants ranged from 50

to 100 percent. If Fortas, who participated in only half of the Warren

libel cases, is eliminated, the range is further reduced to 67 to 100

percent. At the top were Black, Goldberg and Marshall with 100

percent, followed by White with 92 percent, Douglas with 87 percent

and Brennan with 80 percent. In the 67 to 75 percent range were six

justices: Frankfurter, Clark, Warren, Harlan, Whittaker and Stewart.

-9-



Members of the Warren Court, who wrote on a clean slate when they

created constitutional protections against libel, simply were more

cohesive when they voted to support the press in libel cases.

The second pattern in the justices' voting concerned the contrast

between support for libel and support for other speech litigants. On

the Warren Court, the mean support for libel defendants was 14 percent

higher than for other speech defendants. For eight justices the

difference ranged from 14 to 37 percent, for four justices there was

little difference, and for one justice, Fortes, support was less for

libel than for other speech litigants.

The Burger Court exhibited an opposite pattern. The mean support

for libel defendants was 9 percent lower than for other speech

litigants. This difference increased to 19 percent when three judges

were excluded from the analysis who only served during the first years

of the Burger Court (Black and Harlan served two years, Douglas six).

This pattern--that the Warren Court supported libel defendants

more often than other speech litigants, and that the Burger Court

supported libel defendants less often then other speech

litigants--prov'ies additional evidence that the Burger Court was

dealing with lit3ls that existed closer to the outer limits of

constitutional protection. This hypothesis will be explored further by

examining the characteristics of plaintiffs and defendants in the

libel suits decided by the two courts.

INSERT TABLE 3 HERE



Before the analysis shifts to libel plaintiffs and defendants,

the justices' voting will be examined to identify tize architects of

libel doctrine on the two courts. The focus thus changes from

measuring support for the press to identifying support for a Court's

majority. Table 3 4.1eates how often the justices authored a majority

opinion on libel, how often they authored any kind of opinion on libel

or other speech cases, and how eiten they agreed with the court

majority on libel or other speech matters.

On the Warren Court, Brennan and Harlan each wrote more than a

fourth of the majority opinions on libel. And Brennan was the author

of the most important opinions that created the actual malice rule and

extended it to criminal libels and appointed government officials. The

justices who agreed the most with the Court's libel majority were

Clark and White. When authorship of concurring and dissenting opinions

is added to that of majority opinions, Black and Douglas join Brennan

and Harlan as the most active justices.

On the Burger Court, conservative and moderate justices--Stewart,

Powell and Rehnquist--wrote most of the majority opinions; however, no

justice dominated the field the way Brennan did during the Warren

Court. And centrists Powell and Blackmun agreed with the Court

majority more than any other judges. When concurring and dissenting

opinions are includei, Brennan, Stewart and White emerge as the

leading authors.

The leadAng First Amendment liberals, Douglas and Black,

frequently wrote concurring or dissenting opinions advocating absolute

protection for the press against libels concerning political speech.



But neither wrote very many majority libel opinions for either court.

Eventually the focus must shift from how the judges voted to what

they were voting on or, in this study, the nature of the libel

plaintiffs who faced the two Supreme Courts.

With few exceptions, Warren libel decisions concerned remarks by

or about elected officials or high-ranking government employees. This

was even true of the three libel cases decided before Sullivan:

Farmers Union concerned two candidates for the U.S. Senate and a

farmers cooperative, Howard dealt with remarks shared with Congress

that were made by a Navy captain who supervised the Boston Naval

Shipyard, and Barr involved statements about employees of the U.S.

Office of Rent Stabilization made by the acting director in a press

release. 6
In decisions in 1964 and 1965, Sullivan involved criticism

of an elected commissioner of a major Southern city, garrison

concerned a district attorney's complaints about local judges, and

Irenry concerned criticism of a police chief and county attorney.` The

nine other libel decisions by the Warren Court concerned: the

supervisor of a county recreation program (Rosenblatt), criticism of a

police chief and sheriff by a union organizer (Ashton), the athletic

director at the major public university in a state (Curtis Publishing

Co.), a retired general and political activist demonstrating against

the integration of a state university (Associated Press), the clerk of

a county court running for re-election (Beckley), statements of a

candidate for the legislature about a deputy sheriff (St. Anent), a

public teacher's criticism of the school administration in a letter to

the editor (Pickering), criticism of a factory's management made

during a union's organization campaign (Linn), and press coverage of



the opening of a play that portrayed a real family that had been held

hostage by escaped felons 4Time).9 With the exception of the last two

cases, Warren libel decisions dealt with elected Officials,

high-ranking government employees or efforts to petition

government--matters at the heart of political speech. As to the two

exceptions, Linn involved the kinds of caustic claims and

counterclaims that are commonplace in labor negotiations, and Time

applied actual malice libel protection to a privacy suit that stemmed

from two newsworthy events, the opening of a new play and a family

held hostage by escaped prison inmates.

Thus 87 percent of Warren libel decisions dealt specifically with

criticism of, or the comments of, elected officials or important

government employees. By contrast, only 35 percent (7 of 20) of

Burger libel decisions directly concerned government officials: a land

developer and legislator negotiating with a city coancil (Greenbelt),

a candidate for the U.S. Senate (Monitor Patriot Co.), a police

officer accused of brutality in a federal document (Time), a mayor

running for county assessor (Ocalla Star-Banner Co.), a U.S. senator's

criticism of governmental agencies for grants awarded a researcher

(Hutchinson), criticism of a lieutenant colonel who claimed knowledge

of war atrocities (Herbert), and criticism of a lawyer seeking a

presidential appointment as a U.S. attorney (McDonald).9 Another 25

percent of Burger libel decisions concerned individuals at the

periphery of gnvernment; these libel plaintiffs were caught up in

government activit".s but were not themselves government officers or

employees: a dealer in nudist magazines charged with obscenity

(Rosenbloom), a private attorney representing the parents of a youth



accidentally killed by a policemen (Gertz), a socialite suing her

wealthy husband in divorce court (Time), a man cited for contempt for

failing to appear before a grand jury investigating Soviet espionage

(Wolston) and an owner of convenience stores accused of having

underworld ties and of improperly influencing state liquor authorities

(Philadelphia Newspapers) .1° Some 25 percent of Burger cases concerned

prominent persons or organizations involved in newsworthy--but not

necessarily governmental--events: the leader of a religious cult

(Seattle Times), a mi..nufacturer of high fidelity speakers (Bose), a

Hollywood film actress (Calder), the assistant publisher of a girlie

magazine (Keeton) and a national, conservative lobbying organization

(Anderson). 11 Lastly, 15 percent of the Burger
decisions involved

private persons who arguably were not directly Involved in newsworthy

events: postal employees who were not members of their union (Letter

Carriers), a woman whose husband was one of 44 people killed in a

six-month-old bridge collapse (Cantrell) and a solvent building

contractor who was falsely accused of filing for bankruptcy (Dun &

B.:Adstreet).
12

Certainly there is room for disagreement about which cases should

be placed in the preceding categories. Some would argue that when a

private attorney such as Elmer Gertz represents a client in court, he

is an officer of the court and is no different than a government

official such as c. judge or sheriff; Gertz then would belong in the

category of political speech in which it is most difficult to sue for

libel. And some would argue that a woman such as Mrs. Cantrell is just

as newsworthy six months after her husband is killed in a bridge

accident as she was on the day of the accident. And some would argue



that the possible bankruptcy of a local business is jtist as newsworthy

as an act of a government agency or an elected official.

In conclusion, libel decisions of the Burger Court came from a

greatcr variety of categories than those of the Warren Court; and a

smaller percentage of Burger decisions concerned hard-core political

speech. Also, a certain amount of subjectivity is inevitable in

categorizing libel suits according to the newsworthiness of the topic,

Involvement of government, or the role of the participant.

The creation of discrete categories with varying levels of

protection against libel became a preoccupation of the two Supreme

Courts after Sullivan was decided in 1964. The definition and

subsequent breadth of such libel categories lies at the heart of the

following analysis of how much libel protection was created by the two

Supreme Courts.

Even before Sullivan, the Warren Court indicated that it was

passionately devoted to wideopen political speech, but divided about

precisely how much protection to give such speech. In WDAY the Court

interpreted the Federal Communications Act to grant braadcasters

absolute immunity to libel suits when the present political rebuttals

to comply with the Equal Time Provision. Four judges dissented.13 And

in Barr the Court granted federal officials an absolute immunity

against libel suits. Four justices dissented, including liberals

Warren and Douglas who, arguing for a qualified protection, said the

absolute protection would "sanctify the powerful and silence

debate."14 And in an uncharacteristic deference to judicial restraint,

a dissenting Brennan said that the policy decision was "better the

business of the legislative branch."15 The dissenters worried that the



right of citizens to criticize government would be dampened if public

officials were armed with absolute immunity for their speech.

In Sullivan the advocates of a qualified protection won out when

the Supreme Court, for the first time, created a constitutional

barrier to state libel actions. The Court ruled that public officials

who sue for libel must prove that the defamatory falsehood was

published with actual malice, which was defined as with knowledge of

its falsity or with reckless disregard of the truth. The Court also

required public officials to establish very specific identification in

such suits. Three concurring justices-Black, Douglas and

Goldberg--argued for an absolute protection for critics of public

officials." That debate about whether the constitution should provide

absolute or qualified protection against libel, and in what situations

the constitutional protection should apply, occupied the Court in

Sullivan and most subsequent libel cases. The term, public official,

dominated the majority and concurring opinions In Sullivan. But the

libel plaintAff, Sullivan, was an elected official and not an

appointed official or civil service employee. It was clear that

elected officials were covered by the new constitutional rule. And it

was strongly implied that the rule applied to high-ranking

policy-makers in government, whether they were elected, appointed or

civil service. But the precise determination of who in government

would have to prove knowing or reckless falsity in libel suits was

left to another day. Also unclear was whether the actual malice rule

applied to all aspects of a public official's life. Both the majority

and concurring decisions specifically referred to libels concerning

the official conduct of public officials, implying that the rule did



not extend to some private aspects of a public official's life.

Just eight months later, in Garrison, the Warren Court decided

that the actual malice rule applied to all criminal libel suits. In

Garrison, as it would in other cases, the Court started to expand cn

what it meant by actual malice and how juries should be instructed.

Specifically the Court said that actual malice concerned "those false

statements made with a high degree of awareness of their probable

falsity. 1,17 Equally Important, in considering the distinction between

official conduct and private conduct of public officials, the Court

ruled that "anything which might touch on an official's fitness for

office is relevant." That was an expansive reading as it could be

argued that virtually anything about a public official relates to

fitness for office.

The Court moved quickly to decide which employees in government

must prove actual malice. Two years later in Rosenblatt the actual

malice rule was extended to a nonelected public official, the

snpervisor of a county recreation program. The Court said

constitutional libel protection extended to "those among the hierarchy

of government employees who have, or appear to the public to have,

substantial responsibility for or control over the conduct of

government affairs."18 A courthouse custodian or public kindergarted

teacher was not a public official. But most government employees who

appeared in the evening news or on the front page were public

officials under the Court's expansive definition. The Court did not

arrive at this conclusion easily. Although the,..c was only one true

dissenter, the Court was extremely divided in Rosenblatt. One judge

dissented, four judges wrote separate concurring opinions, and one

Iv
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judge concurred without an opinion

When dealing with libel at the heart of government, or political

speech, Warren Court members agreed about protecting the press. The

biggest disagreement was between Douglas and Black, who wished to

provide absolute protection to the press, and the moderate liberals

such as Brennan and Stewart who favored the qualified protecticn

provided by the actual malice rule. Black and D.uglas expressed these

sentiments in concurring opinions in Sullivan and in concurring

comments in subsequent cases. Black participated in 12 such

concurrences on the Warren and Burger courts, and Douglas participated

in 15. During his three years on the Court, Goldberg joined Black and

Douglas on three such occasions.

The Warren Court's unanimity disappeared when it tackled libels

outside of political speech. The Court became so fragmented on its one

actual malice case involving privacy, and its two cases involving the

expansion of the actual malice rule to puLiic figures, that it failed

to get a five-judge majority to support a rule of law. In 1982 a

retired U.S. general participated in demonstrations in opposition to

the enrollment of a Black student at the University of Mississippi.

The Court agreed that the Constitution should provide some protection

against such libel suits in which the purposeful activity of the

plaintiff amounted to thrusting his personality into the vortex of an

important public controversy.19 Thus the Court extended Constitutional

libel protection to public figures. But the Court disagreed on

precisely what protection to extend to the press. The majority

opinion, backed by four justices, favored a form of gross

negligence--highly unreasonable conduct constituting an extreme

20



departure from the standards of renorting ordinarily adhered to by

responsible publishers." Three fudges favored the actual malice rule

for the case, and Black and Douglas favored absolute protection. The

justices voted identically in a companion case involving the athletic

director at a public university. Technically, the athletic director

was not a public official because he was paid by a private foundation

and not by the state university. But the Court extended First

Amendment protection to the case because it concluded that the

athletic director was a public figure by status alone."

The third public figure case of the Warren Court involved

false-light privacy or fictionalization, and not libel. A magazine

reported on the opening of a play which was based on a fictional book

which had been based on a zeal family that had been held hostage by

escaped prisoners. The majority opinion of three judges ruled that the

actual malice rule applied to such privacy suits involving matters of

public interest. The majority returned the case to the state court for

a retrial, indicating that a jury could find actual malice. Black and

Douglas, concurring, favored absolute protection for the press,

characterizing the Life magazine account as "at most a mere

understandable and incidental error of fact in reporting a newsworthy

event."22 However, four dissenters wanted to anply the less demanding

standard of negligence to the case instead of actual malice. Fortas,

joined in his dissent by Warren and Clark, described the article as a

reckless and irresponsible assault upon the family.23

In conclusion, the Warren Court had difficulty waen it moved away

from libels that were not at the heart of political speech. The Court

extended constitutional protection to two types of public figures: a



person of status (represented by a university athletic director), and

a person who thrust himself into the vortex of a public controversy

(r:presented by a retired general who demonstrated against the

integration of a state university). It is difficult to imagine more

clear-cut examples of public figures. Despite this apparent clarity,

the Court was divided on whether to apply ausolute protection, gross

negligence or actual malice to such cases. The Court was even more

divided -- negligence, actual malice, or absolute protection - -about a

constitutional standard for a false-light privacy case. In should be

noted that false-light privacy is particularly threatening to the

press because, unlike libel, defamatoriness is not a required element.

This was the state of libel law when the era of the Warren Court ended

in 1969

After the Warren Court created and defined the actual malice rule

and applied it to political speech, the Burger Court wrestled w1:11 two

kinds of libel questions: how far should the actual malice rule be

expanded to protect libels at the periphery of political speech and in

the realm of nonpolitical speech, and how should First Amendment

limitations be applied to collateral libel matters such as summary

judgment, falsity and venue?

About half of the Burger libel decisions concerned collateral

libel issues, including four which expanded press protection. In

Philadelphia Nowspapers the Court ruled that in libel suits about

public issues, the plaintiff had to prove falsity. 24 In Bose Corp.

the Court said that the Constitution mandated that appeals courts

conduct an independent review of the case record to affirm the

existence of clear and convincing proof of actual malice.
25 In

'22
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Anderson the Court required judges to apply a heightened standard when

they aetermine in a pretrial summary judgment if there is sufficient

evidence of actual malice to allow the case to go to tria1.26 And in

Latter Carriers the Court ruled that the actual malice rule applied to

a union's criticism of its members at a time when there w!re no

coatract negotiations. 27 Tha four decisions provided
the press with

new protection against libel at the pretrial, trial, and appeals

stages.

In three other important collateral decisions, the Court refused

to expand libel protection for the press. In Herbert the Court refused

to place First Amendment liaits or the use of pretrial discovery to

question journalists in actual malice cases about newsroom

conversations and their evaluations of news sources and story tips.
28

And in companion decisions, Keeton and Calder, the Court allowed libel

suits to be initiated in states in which a magazine's only cont:wt- was

its regular circulation.29

Two collateral libel decisions that limited expression were less

Important. In McDonald the Court ruled that the actual malice rule

provided sufficient protection for libelous letters mailed to

government officials." And In Seattle Times the Court upheld the

right of a state court to prevent a libel defendant from publishing

information it obtained through the pretrie discovery prooe3s.91

Thus in collateral areas of libel, the press won some major

victories under the Burger Court. Most of the press losses consisted

of the press los-ag a minor case. or the Court refusing tc create a

new protection for the press.



A similar pattern was evident in the Burger Court's decisions

`ha% dealt spucificall7 wit'e the application of the actual malice

rule. The Ccurt started out unified. There was only one dic::ent in the

Court's first four libel decisions in which it ruled in favor of the

press (Greenbelt, Monitor Patriot, Time and Ocala Star-Banner)."

Hoitiever, none of the cases required a major expansion of the actual

malice rule and all concerned matters at the heart of political

speech. As previously mentioned, the four plaintiffs were a state

legislator, a U.S. Senate candidate, a police officer criticized in a

federal report, and a mayor running for county tax aeseesor.

This unanimity faded when the Burger Court faced a libel

plaintiff who was quite different from any faced by the Warren Court.

Rosenbloom was not an elected official or an appointed official; nor

was he a public figure in either the mold of a university ath:etic

director or a.i anti-integration demonstrator. As a dealer in nudist

magazines who had been arrested for obscenity, Rosenbloom represented

private persons caught up in a matter of public concern. Three

justices -- Brennan joined by Blackmun and Burger--reversed the jury's

$750,000 verdict and ruled that private personalities such as

Rosenbloom must prove actual malice." Two justices concurred: White

favored actual malice for matters of legitimate public interest, and

Black favored absolute protection for the press for matters of general

or public interest. Douglas, who ordinarily concurred with Black on

libel, did not participate in 'lie case. Three justices--Harlan,

Marshall and Stewart--favored constitutional limits on damages instead

of such a dramatic expansion of the actual malice rule. With the

Rosenbloom decision it appeared that six members of the Court favored

24
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the actual =diet. rule or absolute protection for the press when it

reported on go.ernrnent affairs--which included most public

controversies and cost of the stories that resulted in libel suits.

Three years later in the Gertz case a new Court majority created

a new libel dcctrine. This case also dealt with a private person

involved in a nutter of public concern- -the private attorney for a

nother and father who were suing police over the shooting daath of

their son. In the intervening three years since Rosenbloom, Black, one

of the Court's strongest defenders of the press, and Harlan, had been

repleced by President Nixon's last two appointees, Powell and

Rehnquist. And the other two Nixon appointees, Burger and Blackmun, as

well as Kennedy appointee, White, apparently had changed their mind

about how much libel protection the press deserved. The resu:t was

that five judges agreed that the lesser standard of fault ap2lied In

such instances - -and not actual malice. However, the majority also

agreed that punitive damages could not be awarded without proof of

actual malice. Powell wrote the majority opinion, joined by Stewart,

Marshall and Rehnqvist. Blackmun concurred, in part to form a majority

to contribute to certainty in the law. Two justices, Burger and White,

dissented because they felt a negligence or fault *requirement for most

libel suits provAded too much protection for the press. And two other

justices, Brennan and Douglas, dissented because they felt that

negligence provided insufficient protection for the press.34

This fault doctrine was strengthened in the next three decisions

that distinguished between private personalities and public figures

and defined the scope of constitutional libel protection. Two years

later in Time the Court applied the lesser fault revirement to a

-23-



ciil divorce tricl involving one of the richest families in

ALlerica." This time seven judges--two more than in Gertzeither

joined or concurred with the majority opinion. And in 1970 the Court

availed the fault staadad--and not actual malice--to a man found in

contempt of court for failing to appear before a federal grand jury

investigating espionage, and to a scientist who had received $500,000

In government grants and who had been ridiculed by a U.S. senator."

only one justice, Brennan, dissented in both cases. And neither

dissent was entirely supportive of First Amendment rights. In the U.S.

senator case, Brennan based his arguments on the Speech and Debate

Clause of the Constitution--not the First
Amendment. And in :Le

espionage case, Brennan rejected a summary judgment in suci-c:rt of the

press in favor of a trial on the merits of the case.

Thus the Burger Court started out just as divided as Warren

Court when it dealt with libels of persons not employed by government.

But by the tenth year of the Burger Court, 1979, the justices largely

agreed that the actual malice rule should be restricted to hard-core

political speech and two narrowly defined categories of public

figures, and that the lesser constitutional standard of fault should

apply to most other libels.

Up to this point every libel case decided by Warren and Burger

had concerned matters at the heart of political speech--comments of or

about government officials--or they had concerned matters of

legitimate public interest such as government projects or activities.

A dichotomy had been created: the actual malice rule applied to a

limited range of libel situations, and the fault requirement applied

to other libels. Bowevar, the Court had not dealt with libel that was



of questionable public interest.

This the Court did in 1985 (Dun & Bradstreet) in examining a

false allegation of bankruptcy about a local contractor that had been

circulated to five business clients. Five justices (Powell, Rehnquist

and O'Connor, with Burger and White concurring) decided that a thira

category of libel existed--matters of purely private concern--which

did not enjoy the constitutional protections that had been enunciated

in Gertz. The majority defined matters of private concern as speech

solely in the individual interest of the speaker and it specific

business audience.37 Four justices :Brennan, Marshall, Blhckmun and

Stevens) dissented, arguing that Gertz had applied to any false

statement, regardleos of its public importance. The dissenter, alJo

argued that the potential bankruptcy of a local business was a matter

of public importance, and that the majority had created an

"Impoverished" definition of matters of public concern.

Thus during its final years the Burger Court favored a

trichotomous approach to constitutional libel protection: actual

malice for political speech, fault for matters of legitimate public

interest, and no constitutional limits for matters of purely private

concern. The Court was most divided about the existence of the third

category, matters of purely private concern.

CONCLUSIONS

The 1985 decision of Dun & Bradstreet is a logical starting point

for a discussion of the status of constitutional libel law that has

resulted from 33 years of two modern Supreme Courts. Five justices in



Dun & Bradstreet wished to create a category of purely private libel

which enjoys few constitutional protections. Two of the five justices,

Powell and Burger, have retired from the Court. Thus that doctrine

remains very muc:, in doubt. In the future the Court could overrule the

decision, claiming it was the product of a three -judge plurality

opinion. Or a future Court could so expand the category, matter of

public interest, that very few cases could be classified as purely

private conzerns. As an example, in a concurring opinion in

Rosenbloom, Justice White suggested that matters of public concern

include speech "which is essential to the continued function of our

free society." He would have granted the media the "privilege to

report and comment upon the official actions of public servants in

full detail, with no requirement that the reputation or privacy of an

individual involved in or affected by official action be spared from

public view."38 And in Rosenblatt Justice Douglas offered an even

broader definition of matters of public concern: government employees

such as the night watchman, file clerk or typist; anyone on the public

payroll; government contractors, industrialists and labor leaders; and

speech about science, the humanities, the professions and

agriculture."

Dicta in Dun & Bradstreet also sheds light on the current status

of constitutional libel law. First, in a concurring opinion, Burger

said that it was time to re-evaluate the actual malice rule and to

consider replacing it with 14 requirement of reasonable care.40 And

second, White explained in a lengthy concurring opinion why he had

grown dissatisfied with the actual malice and fault requirements. He

said the constitutional barriers prevent a defamed Individual from



clearing his or her name. White said that constitutional limits on

damages, instead of actual malice or fault, would effectively protect

the press from excessive libel threats. White primarily objected to

the actual malice rule because of the vulnerability it created for

libel plaintiffs. However, Wh!te also expressed doubt that the press

was better off and.r the actual malice rule because of the advent of a

protracted and expanded discovery process in recent years.41

Twenty-one years earlier in a concurring opinion in New York Times,

Justice Douglas said that the actual malice rule provided the press

with only questionable protection. Douglas said that the Alabama jury

would have sided with the local libel plaintiff, Sullivan, even if the

actual malice rule had been required.42

Burger and White were alone in calling for abolishment of the

actual malice rule in Dun & Bradstreet. As Brennan noted in his

dissent in the case: "The lack of consensus in approach to these

idiosyncratic facts should not, however, obscure the solid allegiance

the principles of New York Times Co. v. Sullivan continue to command

in the jurisprudence of this Court."43 This statement accurately

describes the current status of the law concerning the application of

the actual malice rule to politicl speech. The law is pretty well

settled. In the third year of the Burger Court, wit two of Nixon's

four appointees on board, the Court agreed unanimously that the actual

malice rule applied to virtually any aspect of a political candidate's

life. Stewart's majority op!nion said that "Any test adequate to

safeguard First Amendment guaranzees in this area must go far beyond

the customary meaning of the phrase 'official conduct.'" And it added:

"Given the realities of our political life, it is by no means easy to



see what statements about a candidate might be altogether without

relevance to his fitness for the office he seeks. "4'

Court members also agree that the actual malice rule should only

bc extended to two very narrow cla3sifications of public figures

outside of government. These categories were described in 1979 in

Wolston: "For the most part those who attain this statua have assumad

roles of especial prominence in the affairs of society. Some occury

positions of such persuasive power and Influence that they are deemed

public figures for all purposes. More commonly, those classed as

public figures have thrust themselves to the forefront of particular

public controversies in order to influence the resolution of the

issues involved."
45 These two categories of public figures are almost

identical to those created by the Warren Court in the companion cases

in 1967, Associated Press and Curtis Publishing Co."

Two justices in 1967, Douglas and Black, wished to replace the

actual malice rule with a complete press immunity to libel. It was

never clear if Douglas and Black wished to abolish all libel. In 1974

In Letter Carriers in his next to last year on the Court, Doug:as

wanted to extend such absolute protection to the possible libel of two

nonunion postal workers by a union newsletter. The libel was not

related to a raging political issue or a collective bargaining

election- -just the continuing exi:tence of four percent of the workers

who would not join the union. Douglas noted: "The extensive damages

awarded in this case will illustrate that any protection short of a

complete bar to suits for defamation will be cold comfort to those who

enter the arena of free discussion in labor disputes."47 Douglas and

Black would have extended absolute protection against libel at a



minimum to matters of public concern. Today no members of the Supreme

Court wish to extend such protection even to political speech.

One concern of the two absolutists was the growing ccAolexity an(

subjectivity of libel law which made it difficult for a

layperson--even a-lawyer--to know wazh any certainty if a messaaa was

libelous. Thus Black observed in a concurring opinion in Curtis

Fublishin Co.: "The Court is getting itself in the same quagmire in

the field of libel in which it is now helplessly struggling in the

field of obscenity. No one, inc.:uding this Court, can know what is and

what is not constitutionally obscene or libelous under this Court's

rulings. n48 Black made a similar observation eight years earlier in

his pre-New York Tines opinion In Farmers Union: "Whether a statement

is defamatory is rarely clear. Whether such a statement is actionably
libelous Is an even more complex question....Such issues have always

troubled courts." 49 Examples from four cases demonstrate that even

when the justices agreed on the rule of law, they disagree on the

application of the rule. In Greenbtllt Cooperative the majority said

that even the most careless reader must read the use of the word,

blackmail, as amounted to no more than rhetorical hyperbole, a

vigorous epithet used by those who considered the plaintiff's

negotiating position extremely unreasonable. A concurring Justice

White disagreed." Justices also disagreed about the defamatoriness of

the message in Letter Carriers. Postal workers who refused to join the

union were labeled scabs in the union newsletter, and author Jack

London's six-paragraph definition of a scab was reprinted. Included in

'the definition were: "The scab sells his irthright, country, his

wiM, his children and his fellowmen for an unfulfilled promise from



his employer." And, "A SCAB is a traitor to his God, his country, his

family and hin class." The majority characterized the quotation as

"merely rhetorical hyporbole, a lusty and imaginative expression of

the contempt felt by union members towards those who refused to join."

The three dissenters disagreed.51 In Time, Inc. Justices Black and

Douglas called the Life magazine account "at most a mere

understandable and incidental error of fact in reporting a newsworthy

event." Dissenters Fortes, Warren and Clark called the story a

"reckless falsity" which "irresponsibly and injuriously invades the

privacy of a quiet family for no purpose except dramatic interest and

commercial appeal."52 And in Firestone the justices disagreed about

the application of two major rules. A dissenting Justice Marshall

insisted that the plaintiff, Mrs. Firestone, was a public figure; the

majority disagreed. Justice White said he could agree with the Florida

Supreme Court which had called the Time magazine article a "flagrant

example of 'journalistic negligence.'" Justices Powell and Stewart

said that Time may have been reasonably prudent in researching the

article.
53

Justices also have expressed concern and disagreement in these

libel cases about the most fundamental of all legal questions: the

appropriateness of its decision making. In the first Warren Court

decision on libel, a dissenting Justice Brennan reasoned that the

Supreme Court was poorly equipped to determine whether qualified or

absolute privilege was the appropriate standard for protecting

government officials from libel suits. Brennan posed eight questions

which he said should be orzswerect in making such a policy choice.

including: "To what extent does fear of litigation actually inhibit



the conduct of officers in car:ying out the public business? To what

extent should it? Where does healthy adainistrativarrznkness and

boldness shade into bureaucratic ty:rcny ?" Srelinan said such questions

represented hthe resolution of large imponderables which one might

have thought would be better the business of the Legislative

Branch."4 Twenty-five ;ears later a member of the Burger Court

expresaed a similar idea concerning the 1574 Gertz case. A dissenting

Justice White objected to the sweeping federalization of the libel law

and the scuttling of the libel laws of the states "in such a wholesale

fashion." He ccmplained that "the Court has not had the benefit of

briefs and argument addressed to most of the major issues which the

Court now decides."55

Data from this study also indicated that in the expansive area of

policy making in libel, that the Supreme Court appeared to operate in

a vacuum. Amicus curiae parties, or friends of the court, participated

in 53 percent of Warren libel cases and 35 percent of Burger cases.

However, 89 percent of such parties represented speech advocates or

the press. Defenders of reputational rights were largely missing.

Also, in reaching its libel decisions the Supreme Court rarely invoked

any empirical research to illuminate the existing or potential burdens

created by alternative libel policies. The Court was unwilling to

utilize social science data as it has in such areas as racial

discrimination, antirrust and electoral apportio=ent to examine the

relative costs and benefits of contrasting policies on constitutional

libel. One reason for this lacl: of social science data in L.ourt libel

opinions is that neither the academic nor professional community has

conducted or published such data. And the Supreme Court is not



equipped to conduct such research iti:ilf or to commission it. This

creates a quandary. There exist compelling reasons for making libel

law a matter of national law and a matter of constituticnel law. This

Is best accompli -'red when libel is defined by the U.S. Supreme Court

and not by Congress or the state legislatures or state appellate

courts. However, the Supreme Court is poorly equipped to rather the

kind of social science data that would assist it in choosing the

proper policies in libel.

A major purpose of this st-,;.dy was to compare the quantity and

quality of libel decisions of the Warren and Burger courts, and to

assess the libel contributions of the two courts. The Warren Court did

not become significantly involved in libel until the last six of its

sixteen years when it created the actual malice rule, averaged two

libel decisions pet year and heard 16 percent of libel appeals. The

Burger Ccurt averaged 1.2 libel decisions per year and heard 6 percent

of the libel cases appealed to it. During its last six years the

Warren Court was more of an activist court in the area of libel than

the Burger Court.

Even more significantly, libel defendants won 87 percent of the

time under Warren, compared to 45 percent under Burger. Was this a

reflection of a pro-press Warren Court and an anti-press Burger Court?

It was not that simple. This disparity in libel resulted in part from

differences in the composItIon of the cases. The Burger Court

considered more cases from the outer limits of yrotected political

speech. Some 87 percent of Warren libel cases dealt with criticism of,

or comments of, elected officials or high-ranking government officers.

This compared to 35 percent for the Burger Court. The justices who

1



served on both courts supported libel defendants less often while on

the Burger Court. Excluding the two First Amendment at,solutiets, the

five justices who served on bcth courts supported the press 3C percent

less often In libel cases before the Burger Court. And tte seven

justices who served on bcth courts supported libel defendants more

often than other speech and press defendants on the Warren Court, and

Jess often on the Burger Court. All of this indicates that the Burger

Court dealt with libel cases that were closer to the periphery of

hard-core political speech. It is true that the Burger Court refused

to expand the actual malice rule to cover matters of public interest

or broadly defined public figures. However, the Warren Court also

refused to expand the actual malice rule in these directions. And when

the Warren Court dealt with the libels of public figures, it relied on

a narrow definition of public figures and could not agree upon what

standard of fault to apply.

It is not surprising that in 1974 when the Burger court ruled

against the press in the Gertz libel case that the press responded in

anger. During the sixteen years of the Warren Court, a constitutional

libel defense was created and the press won 87 percent of its libel

suits. During the first six years of the Burger Court, the press won

100 percent of its six libel suits, including Rosenbloom which

appeared to make the press libel proof. When the Gertz opinion erased

the pro-press Rosenbloom plurality opinion, it appeared to jcurnalists

that rights were being taken awry. This same phenomenon has occurred

with other libel and press doctrines. :he press reacts when it appears

that a right or privilege has been taken away. Another exlmple is the

Herbert decision in which the Supreme Court refused to shield newsroom



conversations and the subjective opinions of journalists from judicial

inquiry. Some members of the press thought that the decision took away

an established right. This resulted in part because the press had won

at the Court of Appeals level. However, that decision was fragmented

with the three judges divided with a majority opinion, a concurring

opinion and a dissenting opinion. The Court of Appeals decision never

should have been viewed as anything more than a temporary, fragmented

decision of a three-judge panel of an intermediate court of appeals.



TABLE 1. LIBEL CASE LOAD OF TWO MODERN SUPREME COURTS

WARREN SUPREME COURT

Total Total
Ap- Deci-

Tern peals *ions

Libel
Ap-
peals

Libel
Deci-
slops

20ROER SUPREME COURT

Total Total Libel
Ap- Deci- Ap-

Tern peals *ions peals
r

Libel
Deci-
alone

I'

1953 1,293 78 4 0 1969 3,357 94 20 1
1954 1,352 82 3 0 1970 3,318 122 13 4
1955 1,630 94 4 0 1971 3,645 151 17 0
1956 1,670 115 4 0 1972 3,748 164 12 0
1951 1,765 119 4 0 1973 3,876 157 13 2
1958 1,763 112 5 3 1974 3,847 137 11 1
1959 1,787 105 2 0 1975 3,806 156 14 1
1960 1,911 118 3 0 1976 4,006 142 14 0
1961 2,142 96 6 0 1977 3,948 135 20 0
1962 2,324 117 14 0 1978 3,943 138 22 9
1963 2,401 127 11 1 1979 6,912 149 19 0
1964 2,180 101 13 2 1980 4,280 138 29 0
1965 2,683 107 11 3 1981 4,456 167 17 0
1966 2,890 119 12 3 1982 4,188 162 33 0
1967 2,946 127 11 3 1983 4,162 163 26 4
1968 3,117 122 18 0 1984 4,269 151 37 2

1985 4,289 159 29 2

Means 2,131 109 8 1 3,932 146 20 1
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TABLE 2. VOTING OF JUSTICES OW LIBEL AND OTHER SPEECH CASES

Justice
Pro-Press
on Libel

II of

Libel
Cases

Pro-Press
on Other
Canes

N of
Other
Cases

Burger Court

Black* 100% 5 60% 12
Douglas* 100% 7 92% 59
Harlan* 60% 5 33% 9
Brennan* 65% 20 77% . 176
Stewart* 60% 12 66% 133
White* 35% 20' 44% 179
Marshall* 65% 20 76% 172
Burger 30% 20 57% 179
Blackaun 50% 20 45% 176
Powell .21% 14 49% 158
Rehuquist 0% 15 29% 164
Stevens 25% 12 61% 114
O'Connor 25% 8 47% 45

Warren_ Court

Black* 100% 15 74% 47
Frankfurter 67% 3 46% 13
Douglas* 87% 15 89% 45
Clark 75% 12 47% 32
Warren 73% 15 71% 48
Harlan* 73% 15 43% 46
Brennan* 80% 15 75% 44
Whittaker 75% 4 44% 9
Stewart* 71% 14 72% 39
White* 92% 12 55% 33
Goldberg 100% 3 86% 14
Fortes 60% 8 64% 22
Marshall.* J% 3 75% 12

*Justices who served on both courts.



TARL 3. PARTICIPATION OF JUSTICES IN LIBEL, OTHER SPEECH CASES

Justice*

Majority
Libel
Author

Libel
Author

Other
Speech
Author

_Agree-
sent
on Libel

Agree-
sent
on Other

of
Cases

Burger R2REI

Black* 0% 100% 50% 100% 70% 17
Douglas 0% 43% 59% 71% 51% 66
Harlan 0% SO% 67% 60% 91% 14
Brennan* 5% 55% 41% 70% 60% 196
Stewart 42% 58% 29% 834 80% 145
White* 10% 50% 30% 80% 88% 199
Marshall 5% 20% 25% 80% 64% 192
Burger 10% 20% 37% 80% 86% 199
Blackmun 0% 10% 28% 95% 85% 196
Powell 21% 43% 33% 93% 89% 172
Rehnquist 27% 40% 37% 73% 76% 179
Stevens 8% 17% 44% 83% 69% 126
O'Connor 13% 13% 67% 884 91% 53

Warren Court

Black 7% 73% 47% 87% 68% 62
Frankfurter 0% 33% 38% 67% 85% 16
Douglas 7% 40% 47% 73% 78% 60
Clark 7% 8% 44% 92% 69% 44
Warren 0% 27% 27% 73% 94% 63
Harlan 27% 40% 48% 87% 65% 61
Brennan 27% 53% 30% 80% 93% 59
Whittaker 0% 0% 0% 4% 89% 13
Stewart 0% 14% 31% 86% 87% 53
White* 8% 17% 33% 92% 79% 45
Goldberg 0% 67% 29% 100% 79% 17
Fortes 0% 50% 18% 50% 86% 30
Marshall* 13% 33% 25% 100% 100% 15

*Justices who served on both courts.
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